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Painting of the glossator Irnerio by Enrico Serra, cover of the book «Bononia Docet» 
for the 8th centenary of the University of Bologna (1888).   



Bologna
Bologna is a middle-age city… in Emilia Romagna

Free government

Bologna 
municipality history 
is intertwined 
with the history of the 
Bologna University



Bologna 
Bologna as an 

ecosystem



Bologna 
Our ecosystem as a set of interconnections among many
different parts to obtain a synergic effect as a whole (non a
sum but more than multiplication)



Bologna as a city of culture

Bologna is a free cultural city… Dante was here to study

Bologna has also a tradition of porticoes or arches
They were built attached to houses also to protect social meetings



Bologna as an history city

Bologna used to be a city…  of many towers

Bologna has also a tradition of red bricks and roofs (the red city) and 
also of hosting students and tourist, lured by many other peculiarities



Bologna as a tower city

Bologna used to be a city…  of many towers



Bologna as a religious city   (!)
Bologna a religious city, close to the Pope dominion

Bologna has a sanctuary uphill, San Luca, and also a main church, San 
Petronio (intended to be larger than San Pietro - so the project stopped)



Bologna as a very ‘urban’ city
Bologna is a social and live city … the porticoes enable it



Industria 4.0 e Smart city

Focus su ogni possibile settore che richieda 
servizi ICT di qualità
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WHAT IS INTERNATIONALISATION ?

EDUCATION RESEARCH THIRD 
MISSION

ADVANCED
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ECONOMY       
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DIGITAL 

HUMANITIES

INTERCULTURAL
SOCIAL INCLUSION

CREATIVITYBIG DATA 
INDUSTRY 4.0





INTERNATIONAL

The University of Bologna's Partnerships around the world



Ecosystem as a paradigm

Focus on Emilia Romagna and Bologna
• Global vs. Local

• Coordination over the entire territory
• Continuous education  
• Persistent and continuous relationships



Bologna as a any time city

Bologna is full of other attractions… even night ones

Bologna has more the nine centuries of tradition in hosting students 
and people



Bologna as a city: la dotta (the wise)

Bologna other 
famous attractions
Two towers  ++

One is the most 
leaning in Italy

Cuisine         *****
the ‘fat’ city in Italy 
– la grassa

Bricks       
the ‘red’ city in 
Italy (bricks)
– la rossa
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